
Vocabulary Grammar Reading Listening Speaking Writing GREAT LEARNERS 
GREAT THINKERS

Exam success 
Collaborative projects

1 Social 
contact

p6

Body idioms and human interaction
Word formation – noun suffixes
Similes
Ways of talking

1 Past tenses
 Culture exchange: Random 

Acts of Kindness Day
 2 Present and past habits

Being good to others 
is being good to 
yourself!
An article

Greeting 
people
A podcast

Personal interviews
Talking about you, your 
friends, family, opinions 
and aspirations

Friends, a big city, a 
competition and a 
coincidence
A story

Clubs and societies
 Video: Youth clubs

*SEL: Working well with others
* Social and Emotional Learning

Exam success 1–2
Reading: Cloze p30
Writing: An essay p30
Listening: Multiple choice p144
Speaking: Questions p144

Collaborative project 1
Environmental initiatives in your 
country p312 Speed 

limits
p18

Compound nouns: cars and the 
road
Collocations with take, make and 
do

 1 Modal verbs of obligation, 
permission, prohibition, advice and 
criticism
2 Modal verbs of speculation, 
deduction, possibility and 
probability

How young should a 
young driver be?
An article

Speed
A podcast

Discussing photos 1
Comparing, contrasting 
and speculating

Enforcement of age 
restrictions and bans on 
video games
An opinion essay

 Culture exchange: 
A car-free day in London

Environmental impact
 Video: A biofueled trip

SEL: Being thoughtful and considerate

3 Brainwaves 
p32

The human mind
Phrasal verbs – separable and 
inseparable
Word formation – prefixes

 1 Gerunds and infinitives 1
2 Gerunds and infinitives 2 

Child prodigies: What 
happens when they 
grow up?
An article

Mindfulness
Five people 
talk

Presentations 1
How well does school 
help students deal with 
life outside school and 
prepare them for life after 
school?

A film you have seen 
recently 
A review

 Culture exchange: 
Alan Turing, a world-
changer

Memories and memory
 Video: Memories of Paris

SEL: Being self-aware and self-critical

Exam success 3–4
Reading: Sentence transformation 
p56
Speaking: Comparing photographs 
p56
Listening: Gap fill p145
Reading: Matching p145

Collaborative project 2
A world-changer from your country 
p57

4 Applied 
science 

p44

Areas of scientific study
 Culture exchange: A very 

British study course
Compound nouns and adjectives
Causes, reasons and results

1 Conditionals
Other conditional structures

 2 Mixed conditionals

How science and 
technology are 
changing sport
An article

Gastrophysics
A podcast

Talking about statistics 
Science, scientists and 
women in computer 
science

Living to 150
A for-and-against essay

Controversial science
 Video: Spider-goats

SEL: Making informed decisions

5 The right 
thing

p58

Minor offences and punishment
 Culture exchange: College 

students pay the price for bad 
parking with peanut butter and jam!
Prepositional phrases
More formal vocabulary

 1 Future forms
2 Advanced future forms 

999 ‘time wasters’: 
Where do emergency 
services draw the line?
Strict rules for young 
gamers
Two articles

Citizen 
surveillance
A podcast

A debate
It is never OK to lie to 
somebody 

A response to an 
editorial
A letter of complaint

Law and order 
 Video: Cops on the job

SEL: Including, respecting and listening 
to others

Exam success 5–6
Reading: Matching p82
Writing: An email p82
Listening: Matching p146
Speaking: Discussion p146

Collaborative project 3
Unusual and eccentric behaviour 
in your country p836 Ideal 

homes
p70

Accommodation
Idiomatic expressions with home 
and house
Describing cities and towns

1 Reporting structures 
 Culture exchange:  Eccentric 

Britain!
 2 Reply questions

Studying abroad next 
year? Time to think 
about where to live
An online  article

Homelessness
A programme

Discussion questions 
How and where we live

The world’s best city or 
town for teens to live in
An article – describing 
a place

21st century homes
 Video: Houses

SEL: Being curious and creative

7 Try it, buy it
p84

Advertising and selling
Word formation – prefixes and 
suffixes
Describing clothes and fashion

1 Passives, passive infinitives and 
passive gerunds
Passives with verbs with two objects
Causatives

 Culture exchange: Celebrity 
endorsement, US-style

 2 The passive with say, know, 
believe, etc.

What’s real and what 
isn’t? Welcome to the 
virtual influencers
An article

All about 
chocolate
A podcast

Collaborative tasks 1
Effective ways to advertise 
a new organic fruit drink

Teenagers’ spending 
habits in your country 
A report

From hobby to business
 Video: Cake influencers

SEL: Inspiring and motivating others

Exam success 7–8
Reading: Multiple choice p108
Writing: A review p147 
Reading: Open cloze p147
Speaking: Discussion p147

Collaborative project 4
Adverts and advertising in your 
country p109

8 Life-
changing 

p96

Compound adjectives with parts of 
the body
Words with more than one meaning

 Culture exchange: Adventure 
time in New Zealand
Metaphors: happiness and sadness

1 Participle clauses
 2 Making and modifying 

comparisons 

Swimming … with 
icebergs!
An article

Different 
activities
Five people 
talk

Discussing photos 2 
Dangerous jobs and 
activities

Modern life, stress and 
happiness
Opinion and for-and-
against essays

Determination and resilience
 Video: Race to the Pole

SEL: Being determined and resilient

9 Bright 
futures 

p110

Life and career developments
Verb-noun collocations
Starting out, in work and life

1 Articles 
Determiners and quantifiers

 2 Negative infinitives, gerunds 
and questions

‘By May I’d made 
over £1,000’
An online article

How to 
prepare for 
an interview
A podcast

Collaborative tasks 2 
Important factors in 
choosing a job

 Culture exchange: 
The US’s most and least 
trusted professions

An internship in the US
An email cover letter

Work and motivation
 Video: Fubunation

SEL: Self-motivation

Exam success 9–10
Reading: Matching p134
Listening: Multiple choice p148
Writing: A report p148
Reading: Word formation p148

Collaborative project 5
Languages and language-learning 
in your country p13510 Global 

voice
p122

Expressions with word and 
expressions connected with 
communication
Phrasal verbs: communication

 Culture exchange: The Navajo 
‘code talkers’

 1 Gerunds and infinitives 3
2 whatever, wherever, whoever, etc.
3 Ellipsis

‘Saluton!’: the 
surprise return of 
Esperanto
An article

The bilingual 
brain
A podcast

Presentations 2
Learning a language

Attracting members to 
an English Club
A proposal

Communication skills
 Video: British Sign Language

SEL: Assertiveness and managing anger

Reach higher p136   Writing checklist p141   Learner profile p142   Exam success p144   Communication activities p149 and p150   Irregular verbs p151

Virtual Classroom Exchange

Virtual Classroom Exchange

Virtual Classroom Exchange

Virtual Classroom Exchange

Virtual Classroom Exchange
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